Cultural Super Power
What is your cultural superpower? Mine is speaking loudly!
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LG
I brighten others day

Me
Patience
Exploring options
Problem solving

Jen
Always having time for sustainability, equity, & justice.

advocacy

Listening and adapting

My listening skills

Being a listener

Dani Graham
Patiently listening to a wide variety of viewpoints

D
Seeing the big picture

Sitting in student's seat!

Energized
Ready to go

Growth Mindset

Jose
Eating carne asada OUTSIDE!

Todd H.
Empathy & laughter

Patience

Listening

Maria
Bilingual, listener, empathetic.

Supporting my friends

love and food

cooking and eating tacos
Chris

Dissertation on Multiculturalism

Mayneman

Endurance through any and every situation.

Students are number one!

Loving everyone

Michelle

Patience

Robert D. Brown

an incredible amount of empathy

Maria

listening and finding resources

Bridging generations

Armando A. García

Being conscientious.

EWL

Jigsaw puzzle master

Active Listener

Listening for hours

John Stanskas

Seeing the big picture & encouraging others

David

Giving compliments

Maggie

Zooming constantly

Eating hours with Fam

AP

Philosophizing about ANYTHING.

Caring and food!

Listening!

henkle

compassion

Meeting students where they're at.

Needing eye contact for serious conversations due to being bilingual with a visual language.

I'm fun to work with.